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Introduction
Designed to work on 12V batteries within the 100-

2000 CCA range, TOPDON BTMOBILE PROS meets a 

variety of battery specifications including CCA, JIS, EN, 

DIN, SAE, IEC, etc., and also an effective detector to 

pinpoint the bad cell. 

It adopts the most advanced conductivity detection 

technology to effectively help maximize the 

performance of your 12V vehicles, giving valuable, easy-

to-understand information about the vehicle battery 

health, alternator’s charging, and starter’s cranking 

conditions. 

The built-in ExtraSafe protections against short 

circuit, reverse polarity, and over voltage allow the 

tester to safely connect to any battery. 



Function

 Battery Test

 Cranking Test

 Charging Test

 System Test

 Battery Library

 Test Report
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Feature

 Battery test,cranking test,charging test 
and system test via Bluetooth connection

 Fast and accurate battery test result

 Automatic test reports

 Comprehensive battery database

 Extensive coverage

 No heat, no sparks and no operational 
risks



Parameter

Name Parameter

Operating Voltage @DC 8V~16V

Clamp Line Length 556mm (21.89 inch)

Operating Temperature -10℃ to 45℃

Storage Temperature -20℃ to 75℃

Dimension 100.9*87.6*30mm

Weight 257g

Safety protection Reverse Polarity Protection



Adapted Scanner



Package List

BTMOBILE PROS

User Manual

Packing box（EVA）



FAQ
Q: Can BTMOBILE PROS test the battery installed in the vehicle? 
A: Yes, it supports in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle testing.
Q: Is the test result accurate?
A: Yes. Our BTMOBILE PROS features advanced conductance detection giving you accurate test results in seconds.
Q: What batteries can BTMOBILE PROS work on?
A: It works on 12V regular flooded, AGM Flat plate, AGM Spiral, GEL and Deep Cycle batteries, with CCA between 100 to 
2000.
Q:Is BTMOBILE PROS designed with any built-in protections?
A:Yes. It offers peace of mind with extra-safe Reverse Polarity and Sparkproof protection, and easy operations even if 
you’re new to battery testing.
Q:Can BTMOBILE PROS test 12V solar battery?
A: The battery tester will display SOH (State of Health), SOC (State of Charge), CCA (Cold Cranking Ampere), Voltage, 
Internal Resistance, and Rating, with an intuitive test result of “GOOD” or “BAD” for your reference. If the internal 
resistance is too large, it indicates a broken battery.
Q: Can this battery tester estimate the remaining capacity of my battery?
A: Yes.The battery tester will display SOC (State of Charge) to express as a percentage of your battery’s rated capacity, a 
measure of its condition to assess the potential energy.
Note that a decent SOC (State of Charge) doesn’t mean the battery is in good condition. You need to refer to your 
battery’s actual CCA Value and Internal Resistance for further analysis.
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